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The World, t he largest pr ivately- ow ned 
resident ia l yacht on ear t h (aboardt heworld.
com), ret ur ns to Europe t his spr ing to ex plore 
t he enchant ing Med iter ranean, under ta k ing a 
deep ex plorat ion of bot h Wester n and Nor t her n 
Europe includ ing t he cu lt ura l capita ls and 
iconic cit ies of Barcelona, Bordeau x, Venice, 
Dubrov nik and Rome.  

A 12-day summer expedition to the Svalbard Archipelago, just 
600 nautical miles from the North Pole, offers prime viewing 
of Arctic wildlife. In autumn, an exploration of the British Isles 
beckons with its remarkable combination of history, rugged 
coastlines, and visits to Scotland’s finest single malt whiskey 
distilleries.

In the last few months of the year, The World traverses the Mid-
Atlantic from the Canary Islands to South Africa via the remote 
Overseas British Territories of volcanic Ascension and St. Helena. 
These tiny but diverse sub-tropical islands and surrounding 
waters are home to endemic birds, fish and plants found nowhere 
else on the planet. The well-preserved ecosystem attracts a variety 

of marine life and the ocean teams with dolphins and whales.
The World is home to 165 private Residences owned by 

a diverse group of Residents from 19 countries who share 
interests in world cultures, history and adventure, and exploring 
fascinating destinations. They circumnavigate the globe every 
two to three years following an extraordinary itinerary that 
they select.  A lifestyle aboard The World allows its Residents to 
explore the planet’s most exotic and remote locales, as well as 

more cosmopolitan ports of call – all from the 
comfort of home. It is the ultimate combination 
of luxury travel with world-class dining, custom 
experiences and enriching cultural events – all 
designed to ‘bring the destination alive’. 

All Residences on board The World are 
privately owned with a small selection available 
for re-sale every year. 
For more information on The World’s 
visit to Europe in 2018 and to discuss the 
opportunity to visit for a private tour or 
short sailing please call 020 7572 1231 
or visit www.aboardtheworld.com
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